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The school has been open for its first
term. Three classes of about 20 per
class are buzzing with children eager to
learn.

This makes food very expensive. At the
beginning of term, the governors bought sacks
of rice, maize and beans in bulk so this is
currently the staple diet until locally sourced

They are now less shy and feel at home in the
large classrooms. It’s obvious to any outsider
this is a Maasai school. Break time is an excuse
for lines of small boys or girls, never mixed, to
jump, dance and sing traditional songs.

Queuing for lunch

Playtime

Lunch
The school kitchen is now in use and the energy
saving stoves are proving to be very efficient

vegetables are available. Just as we left, the
rains started, so local vegetables should be
available in about 8 weeks. This gives us a chance
to test the guttering and rain water harvesting.
After the first night of rains, we have about
5000L of water – enough to last the school
about 2 weeks.

and quick. No more smoke for our hard working
cook’s eyes. Children queue eagerly for lunch as
for many, this will be their only solid food for
the day. They seem to like rice best and finish
their plate in about two minutes.
The school governors originally had goat meat
on the menu one day per week, but this is now
too expensive. The area has not seen rain for
about 6 months and even the normal lunch
ingredients like cabbage, tomatoes and carrots
are now more than 3 times the cost they were
6 months ago. All the local sources of grown
food have dried up, so ingredients must be
brought by truck from other parts of Kenya,
Uganda or Tanzania.
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Exams exams

exams …..
We attend the closing ceremony for the first
term of the school. Sixty children, along with
almost as many parents, hear about their
success or failure. The children’s results are
read out and even four year olds must line up in
the order of their exam results. Of course the
best get the loudest applause and we feel for
the child who comes a very public last. From a
very early age, the requirement to succeed at
school is drummed into the children. A local head
teacher tells us shocking stories of recent child
suicides after bad exam results. We don’t
underestimate the task ahead: giving our pupils
the best possible education whilst ensuring a
happy childhood.

MAY 2012
Certainly some of the Kenyan ideas of school
differ from our own and the all-important KCPE
final primary exam is an ever-present reminder.
You may remember Dadio and Joshua our two
sponsored orphan brothers. These two have
had a very difficult life and are both
languishing near the bottom of their classes
academically. They do however have a party
piece. They are both confident, good singers
and spontaneously lead all the other children in
traditional songs. As one of our sponsors so
nicely put it “we don’t expect you to be the
best, but to be the best you can.” We liked this
so much it became our message to the final
assembly.

It is a Kenyan government requirement that
school children wear uniforms and one of the
most expensive parts is the compulsory black
shoes. As every parent knows, children grow
out of their shoes very quickly. One Maasai
solution is to cut out the end of the shoes so
the foot can continue growing. We will be
starting a 2nd hand shoe shop at the school,
where a child can buy replacement shoes at a
very nominal price. If you have any boys’ or
girls’ school shoes between sizes 8-1 and
black, we would love to hear from you.

School shoes cost so much
A handful of fathers have come to the closing
ceremony. We are delighted to hear the
governors urge every father to be present next
time.

Well-worn shoes.

Huts
We often visit children and parents at home
so it gives us first-hand experience of the
huts and houses. In Olepolos, there are
almost no brick built homes. Of the rest,
maybe half are made of corrugated tin
(usually with a mud floor) and the other half
are of twigs and mud. As most of the
children at the school are from poorer
families, most have twig and mud huts.

Exam paper for nursery class. All school work in
Kenya is in English
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These houses are built by the women, a typical
one taking about a month. The walls are
interleaved twigs. Cow dung and mud are pushed
into the twigs to create a wind proof barrier.
Traditionally, the roofs were the same but these
days a corrugated iron roof is more common. A
corrugated roof is good for rain water harvesting
during the rainy season.
The huts are very basic and built by the women
Cooking is done inside by balancing a pot on 3
stones with a fire lit beneath the pot. There is no
chimney, so the inside of the hut is completely
black from years of smoke. Also, there are no
windows so the only light is from the fire, any
holes in the walls and a kerosene or other lamp.
A typical hut will have a central cooking area with
2 ‘bedrooms’. These are like small cupboards on
either side of the cooking area. A cow skin is
stretched over some twigs to make a bed that
doubles as a seat. Often, there will be a separate
pen inside the hut where the young goat kids
sleep at night. If there is space, the children will
sleep on one of the cow skin beds, if no space
then on the floor. The floor is earth – fine in the
dry season but probably very wet when the rains
come. There is no wardrobe as many Maasai don’t
have spare clothes. They wash their shuka or
kanga (blanket and shawl), wait for it to dry and
then put it on again. School uniform is often kept
in a plastic bag.

Sponsor Girls
We sponsor 10 older children at Maasai Plains
Primary School.
One of them, Hellen, began secondary boarding
school last term. She was very excited by shopping
for school and said it was such a privilege for a
Maasai girl to have bed sheets and a nightdress.
Most exciting was to have a toothbrush all to
herself! She showed younger pupils at her old
school her box of new things before she left and
told them “you must work hard and you can join
me”.
Hellen and other girls at secondary school are a
source of admiration for younger primary school
girls. They want to be like her, to wear the smart
uniform and to have a life other than marriage and
children. Nashipae, another Maasai Plains girl aged
about 15, is already dreaming of a good job. She
tells adults “Other girls are circumcised and give
birth after primary school. I want to be an example
to other girls around”. We are hoping her sponsor
will continue to support her through the 4 years of
secondary school.

Rains
Normally the main rains start around February.
This year they have been much later, starting in
early April. Rain is always a blessing but getting
anywhere is challenging. The mud sticks to shoes
and feet become huge and heavy. The mothers of
Timpian and Michael struggle through the rain and
mud carrying their children to school on their
backs. Yet again we are humbled.
We do hope the rains continue. We are running an
agriculture teaching programme for adults, which
needs about 8-12 weeks of rain to be successful.

A big thanks go to the many supporters of the
charity. Without all the donors, sponsors and
people offering their time, the above projects
could not happen. If you would like to help in any
way, please contact us.

Macmillan drawing for her sponsor
Osiligi Charity Projects is a UK registered
charity number 1135331
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